
What is art work made of? 
According to french philosopher 
Etienne  Souriau 



Assessment 

•  Date: Friday, 4th November; check 
criteria, bring planning sheets 

•  Check the site: 
– http://visualartsdp.wordpress.com/ 



Task  

•  Look at the following slides and try to explain 
your own works in the context of following 
theory (show that on the table) 

My work Material Form Representation Transcendental 



Art work can be understood 
through four levels: 

•  Material 
•  Form 
•  Representation 
•  Transcendental 

Question:  
what makes the difference between traditional and 

contemporary art? 
How does photograph fill those criteria? 



Material 
Fact: work has to be done in some material. Does it? 

Traditional art Contemporary art 
Art as object, as object. 
oil, canvas, clay, bronze, stone, 
paper, etc 

Art as idea, as idea. 
Work may exist as idea, document, 
with no real existence in reality 

technology ready made 

Cezanne: Still life/ oil on canvas Brecht:Three arrangements/ 
installation 



Form 
Fact: work is result of three level procedure: 

materia → process → product 
Fiedler (19 century) said that if we want to understand work of art we 

have to understand the whole process of making. 

Form includes: technique, visual language, structural elements: dot, line, 
plane, color, shape, light, shadow, mass, space, movement, etc 

Form describes unity – relation between parts and the whole work. 
In art work form is: 
1.  Relation and reaction between oposite forces – kind of sinthesis 
2.  Rythm and direction within art work 
3.  Fractal relationship – pattern 
4.  Relation: sign → symbol → form (meaning and form united) 



Form and meaning 
•  Guarini: The dome of St Lorenzo, 1666., Turin 
•  Architecture – abstract work based on structural relation between 

mass and space.Construction: dome – ribs, walls – concave and 
convex shapes, stucco decoration, fresco painting 

•  Six giant faces in rotation  



Representation / iconography 

•  Iconography / explaining meaning of particular work through attribution / 
recognizing topic or theme + artist + social, historical, cultural context. 
Tintoretto: St. Mark liberates the slave; 1548, 415X541 cm 



Transcendental 

•  Artist →idea, emotion→materia, 
form→energy→impression→viewer→emotions, 
idea 

•  Depends on historical, social, cultural context 



Ansel Adams: Zabriskie Point, 
Death valley, California, 1948 

–  Analysis: 
•  Material 
•  Form 
•  Representation 
•  Trancendental 

level 



Laszlo Moholy-Nagy: The Olly and Dolly sisters dancing Duo, 1925 

–  Analysis: 
•  Material 
•  Form 
•  Representation 
•  Trancendental level 



Comparison 



Christo and Jeanne Claude: Wrapping of Reichstag, 1995. 



Explain the meaning of the wrapping in the context of Reichstag. 



HW 

•  Analyze your own works in the context of 
the represented system.   


